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ABSTRACT In online product review systems, users are allowed to submit reviews about their purchased
items or services. However, fake reviews posted by fraudulent users oftenmislead consumers and bring losses
to enterprises. Traditional fraud detection algorithmmainly utilizes rule-based methods, which is insufficient
for the rich user interactions and graph-structured data. In recent years, graph-based methods have been
proposed to handle this situation, but few prior works have noticed the camouflage fraudster’s behavior and
inconsistency heterogeneous nature. Existing methods have either not addressed these two problems or only
partially, which results in poor performance. Alternatively, we propose a new model named Fraud Aware
Heterogeneous Graph Transformer (FAHGT), to address camouflages and inconsistency problems in a
unified manner. FAHGT adopts a type-aware feature mapping mechanism to handle heterogeneous graph
data, then implementing various relation scoringmethods to alleviate inconsistency and discover camouflage.
Finally, the neighbors’ features are aggregated together to build an informative representation. FAHGT shows
a remarkable performance gain compared to several baselines on different datasets.

INDEX TERMS Fraud detection, graph neural network, data mining.

I. INTRODUCTION
Internet services have brought human beings with
e-commerce, social networking, and entertainment plat-
forms, which not only facilitate information exchange but
also provide chances to fraudsters. Fraudsters disguise
themselves as ordinary users to publish spam informa-
tion [1] or collect user privacy, compromising the inter-
est of both platforms and users. In addition, multiple
entities on the Internet are connected with multiple rela-
tionships. Traditional machine learning algorithms cannot
handle this complicated heterogeneous graph data well.
The current approach is to model the data as a heteroge-
neous information network so that similarities in charac-
teristics and structure of fraudsters can be discovered. Due
to its effectiveness in learning node representations and
discovering structure pattern, graph neural networks have
been drawn attention in fraud detection domain including
product review [2]–[5], mobile application distribution [6],
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cybercrime identification [7] and financial services [8], [9].
However, most existing GNN based solutions just directly
apply homogeneous GNNs, ignoring the underlying het-
erogeneous graph nature and camouflage node behaviors.
This problem has drawn great attention with many solutions
proposed [4], [5], [10]. GraphConsis [4] found that there
are three inconsistency problems in fraud detection and
CAREGNN [5] further proposed two camouflage behaviors.
These problems could be summarized as follows:

• Camouflage: Previous work showed that crowd work-
ers could adjust their behavior to alleviate their
suspicion via connecting to benign entities like con-
necting to highly reputable users, disguise fraudulent
URLs with special characters [3], [6], or generate
domain-independent fake reviews via generative lan-
guage model [11] to conceal their suspicious activities.

• Inconsistency: Two users with distinct interests could
be connected via reviewing a common product such as
food or movies. Direct aggregation makes GNNs hardly
distinguish the unique semantic user pattern. Also, if a
user is suspicious, then the other one should be more
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likely to be distrustful if they are connected by common-
activity relation since fraudulent users tend to generate
spam content in the same short period.

To address the above two problems, many methods have
been proposed. GraphConsis addresses the inconsistency
problem by computing the similarity score between node
embeddings, which cannot distinguish nodes with differ-
ent types. CAREGNN enhances GNN-based fraud detectors
against camouflaged fraudsters by reinforcement learning-
based neighbor selector and relation aware aggregator. Its
performance still suffers from the heterogeneous graph.
In this paper, we introduce the Fraud Aware Heterogeneous
Graph Transformer(FAHGT), where we propose heteroge-
neous mutual attention to address the inconsistency prob-
lem and design a label-aware neighbor selector to solve
the camouflage problem. Both are implemented in a unified
manner called the ‘‘score head mechanism’’. We demon-
strate the fraud detection performance of FAHGT on many
real-world datasets. It is verified that FAHGT can con-
siderably improve F1 score, KS and AUC over several
baselines.

The advantages of FAHGT can be summarized as follows:

• Heterogeneity: FAHGT is able to handle heterogeneous
graphs with multi-relation and multi-node type without
designing meta-path manually.

• Focus: FAHGT attentively selects neighbors given
a noise graph from real-world data. The selected
neighbors are either informative for feature aggrega-
tion or risky for fraud detection.

• Efficiency: FAHGT admits a low computational com-
plexity via a parallelizable multi-head mechanism in
relation scoring and feature aggregation.

• Flexibility: FAHGT injects domain knowledge by intro-
ducing a flexible relation scoring mechanism. The score
of a relation connecting two nodes not only comes
from direct feature interaction but is also constrained by
domain knowledge.

II. RELATED WORK
A. GRAPH NEURAL NETWORKS
The Graph Neural Network is a generalization of CNN to
graphs [12]. The initial graph convolution idea in the spectral
domain is inspired by the Fourier transformation in signal
processing [13]. Then, ChebNet [14] and GCN [15] are
proposed to improve efficiency by using approximation. For
GNNs on spatial domain, GraphSAGE [16] learns the node
representation by iterative aggregation in a sampled node tree.
GAT [17] further proposes to learn in the spatial domain by
computing different importance of neighbor nodes via the
masked self-attention mechanism.

In recent years, lots of heterogeneous GNN based meth-
ods have been developed. HAN [18], HAHE [19], and
DeepHGNN [20] transforms a heterogeneous graph into
several homogeneous graphs based on handcrafted meta-
paths, applies GNN separately on each graph, and aggre-

gates the output representations by attention mechanism.
GraphInception [21] constructs meta-paths between nodes
with the same object type. HetGNN [22] first samples a
fixed number of neighbors via random walk strategy. Then it
applies a hierarchical aggregation mechanism for intra-type
and inter-type aggregation. HGT [23] extends transformer
architecture to heterogeneous graphs. They directly calculate
attention scores for all the neighbors of a target node and
perform aggregation accordinglywithout considering domain
knowledge.

B. GRAPH BASED FRAUD DETECTION
Recently, many graph-based fraud detectors have proposed
since suspicion between entities could be well captured. [24]
firstly build a spam detection graph model with iterative
computation framework while NetWalk [25] extends fraud
detection to dynamic networks. For industrial applications,
[26] design graph-based system for suspicious users identifi-
cation and [9] proposes embedding-based malicious account
detector in Alibaba.com.

To apply neural network to graph data, many GNN-based
fraud detectors constructs graph without edge type
information for applying homogeneous graph neural net-
works. Fdgars [2] and GraphConsis [4] ignores relation
type information and constructs a single homogeneous graph
for neighborhood information aggregation. GeniePath [27]
further proposes to learn adaptive receptive fields and select
neighbor nodes effectively.

For type-aware graph fraud detectors, their main solu-
tion is to build multiple homogeneous graphs based on
edge type information of the original graph then per-
form type-independent node level aggregation and graph
level concatenation. GEM [9] learns weighting parameters
for different homogeneous subgraph. Player2Vec [7] and
SemiGNN [8] both adopt attention mechanism in feature
aggregation and SemiGNN further leverages a structure
loss to guarantee the node embeddings homophily. Some
works directly aggregate heterogeneous information in the
graph. For instance, under a user-review-item heterogeneous
graph, GAS [3] learns type-specific node embedding for
aggregation.

Among the above works, few works [4]–[6] have acknowl-
edged the camouflage behaviors and propose their solution,
as stated in [5]. All these works can only handle a multi-
relation graph, where all nodes are considered to be the same
type. ASA [6] creates static features for directly aggregating
messages in each homogeneous graph. GraphConsis [4] is
trained in an unsupervised manner and results in inferior
performances. CAREGNN [5] cannot handle multiple node
types and requires a computational expensive reinforcement
learning process. In addition, xFraud [28] takes node types
into consideration, but their work does not uncover the cam-
ouflage behaviors of fraudsters.

Our model could handle heterogeneous graphs with multi-
node types and overcome those shortcomings by using an
efficient score head attention architecture.
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III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
A. HETEROGENEOUS GRAPH
Following [23], a heterogeneous graph is defined as
G = (V, E,A,R), where V is the set of nodes, A represents
the set of node types and τ (v) : V → A is the node type
mapping function. Also, E is the set of edges, E represents
the set of edge types and φ(e) : E → R is the edge type
mapping function.

B. GRAPH-BASED FRAUD DETECTION
Given a set of nodes V , the node feature matrix X and
its corresponding graph G, our aim is to justify the node’s
suspicious Y by finding an optimal detector f such that Y =
f (X,G). Y ∈ {0, 1}, where 1 stands for suspicious users and
0 stands for benign users. The detector f is trained based on
the node with label information and all node features in a
semi-supervised manner. For example, the node could be an
account in a transaction system or a user in a social network.
The edges could be transactions between accounts or contacts
between users. The suspicious label could be determined by
whether a user has posted spam content.

IV. OUR MODEL
A. OVERVIEW
In general, the Fraud Aware Heterogeneous Graph Trans-
former(FAHGT) resorts to the aggregation-based GNN
layer [23] defined as follows:

H l[t]← Aggregate
∀s∈N (t),∀e∈E(s,t)

(
Score(s, e, t) · Feature(s, e, t)

)
(1)

where t is the target node and N (t) is the set of neighbors
of t . All its neighbors s ∈ N (t) might belong to different node
type. The following paragraphs provides definitions for basic
operators in (1):
• Score: estimates the importance of each triplet (s, e, t);
• Feature: extracts the feature from the source node s;
• Aggregate: can be functions of sum, mean, max or con-
catenation operation, which aggregates the neighbor-
hood feature by the score.

For example, Heterogeneous Graph Transformer (HGT) [23]
adopts a meta triplet specific attention mechanism as Score,
uses the type aware mapping for calculating Feature, and
uses weighted average operation for the Aggregate step.
Our FAHGT model subsumes HGT model. Fig. 1 shows
the overall architecture of FAHGT. FAHGT consists of three
modules: (1) meta relation scoring; (2) feature node projec-
tion; (3) aggregation.

B. META RELATION SCORING
The Score operator evaluates the importance of each meta
relations, i.e., the 〈τ (s), φ(e), τ (t)〉 triplets. The original
HGTmodel implemented Score via introducing ameta triplet
specific attention mechanism, which cannot distinguish cam-
ouflage user behaviour. Our model generalizes Score by

injecting domain knowledge, leading to a more flexible and
powerful architecture. The Score operator consists of h score
heads and is defined as follows:

Score(s, e, t) = Softmax
∀s∈N (t)

(
‖

i:i∈{1,2,...,h}
SHi(s, e, t)

)
(2)∑

∀s∈N (t)

SHi(s, e, t) = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ h (3)

where SHi denotes the i-th score head and ‖ is the concatenate
operation. The Softmax function is conducted for each i-th
score head over neighbor nodes for score normalization. Two
types of scoring heads (SH) are introduced here, i.e., hetero-
geneous mutual attention (HA) head and label aware similar-
ity (LS) head:

1) HETEROGENEOUS MUTUAL ATTENTION
Heterogeneous mutual attention is adopted from HGT [23].
The i-th HA head is obtained from the triplet (s, e, t) as
follows:

SHi
HA(s, e, t) =

(
K i(s) PSφ(e) Q

i(t)T
)
·
µ〈τ (s),φ(e),τ (t)〉
√
d

(4)

K i(s) = H l−1[s]U i
τ (s)

Qi(t) = H l−1[t]V i
τ (t)

where the input H l−1[·] is of dimension d , U i
τ (s) ∈ Rh× d

h

projects the representation of τ (s)-type source node s into
the i-th vector K i(s) ∈ R

d
h . Similarly, V i

τ (t) is operated on

the representation of the target node. PSφ(e) ∈ R
d
h×

d
h is to

be learned to generate different representations for different
edge type φ(e). µ ∈ R|A|×|R|×|A| serves as the global
importance of each meta relation triplet 〈τ (s), φ(e), τ (t)〉.

The designed HA relieves the aggregation-based GNN
model from inconsistency problem via utilizing the specific
type information of nodes and edges.

2) LABEL AWARE SCORING
Inspired by [5] and [29], we choose a single layer neural
network for soft node label prediction and the L1 distance
for measuring their label similarity. Specifically, if we have
τ (s) = τ (t) = User, we set:

SHi
LS(s, ·, t)=1−

∥∥∥σ (MLPiLS(X[s])
)
−σ

(
MLPiLS(X[t])

)∥∥∥
1
(5)

where σ denotes the sigmoid function. The input of MLPLS
is the original node features, and the output of MLPLS is
passed into sigmoid function σ to generate the positive label
probability. For nodes whose fraud label is undefined like
product node, we manually set the score SHi

LS(s, ·, t) to 0.5.
The designed LS actively selects optimal neighbors by

considering its fraud behavior. An edge connecting two sus-
picious user nodes will be assigned a higher score in aggrega-
tion, which enables fraud-aware node embedding generation.

Finally, we gather h score heads together from its neighbors
N (t) for each triplet. It should be noted that different types
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FIGURE 1. FAHGT Architecture. Different colors denote different node types. H l−1[·] denotes the node feature
learned of (l − 1)-th layer. In each layer, the relation is scored by SH(·) and the feature is projected by FH(·). Then,
projected neighbor node features with different types are aggregated into the l -th layer’s representation H l [·]. The
FAHGT layer can be stacked and the output of the final layer could be used for prediction.

of score heads can be used interchangeably. For example,
three HA heads and one LS head can be used in one model.
If only HA heads are used, the FAHGT model reduces
to the HGT model. In this manner, feature-based atten-
tion and label-based similarity could cooperate in a unified
framework.

C. FEATURE NODE PROJECTION
Following [23], for the triplet (s, e, t), we calculate its multi-
head Feature by considering its type information:

Feature(s, e, t) = ‖
i:i∈{1,2,...,h}

FHi(s, e, t) (6)

FHi(s, e, t) = H l−1[s]W i
τ (s)P

F
φ(e) (7)

where the input H l−1[·] is of dimension d . W i
τ (s) ∈ Rd× d

h

projects the representation of source node s into τ (s)-type
subspace, followed by projection of PFφ(e) ∈ R

d
h×

d
h for incor-

porating the edge dependency. The final step is to concatenate
all h feature heads to get the Feature(s, e, t).

D. AGGREGATION AND OPTIMIZATION
After meta relation scoring and feature node projection,
we perform message passing from the source nodes to the
target node. Following [23], we aggregate node feature with
relation score, and get the aggregated representation H̃ l[t] as:

H̃ l[t] = ⊕
∀s∈N (t)

(
Score(s, e, t) · Feature(s, e, t)

)
(8)

The representation H̃ l[t] of target node t is then projected
back to its origin τ (t)-type feature subspace via a linear
projection Aτ (t) and residual connection, following [23]:

H l[t] = σ
(
H̃ l[t]

)
Aτ (t) + H l−1[t]. (9)

In this way, we get the l-th layer’s output H l[t] for the target
node t .
The FAHGT layer can be stacked many times for incor-

porating distant node information. For each node v, its final
embedding z[v] = HL[v] can be used for prediction task. The
loss of node label prediction and soft label similarity can be
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TABLE 1. Statistics of dataset.

TABLE 2. Detail of user node feature.

defined as two cross-entropy function, following [5]:

LGNN =
∑

v∈Vlabeled

− log (yv · σ (MLPGNN(z[v]))) (10)

LLS =
∑

v∈Vlabeled

− log(yv · σ (MLPLS(X[v]))) (11)

LFAHGT = LGNN + λLSLLS + λReg||2||2 (12)

where Vlabeled ⊂ V is the set of labeled nodes, ||2||2 is the
L2-norm of all model parameters, λLS and λReg are weighting
parameters. The whole model is trained in a semi-supervised
manner.

V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we aim to present four research findings:
• Heterogeneous graph construction from real world fraud
data;

• Performance evaluation among popular general graph
neural networks and fraud detectors;

• Hyper-parameter sensitivity study and model efficiency
evaluation;

• Visual evidence of model’s risk analyzing ability.

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
1) DATASET
The Amazon review dataset [30] is used for training and
evaluating models. We select three categories from dataset:
Baby (BB), Music Instruments (MI), and Automotive (AM).
Similar to [5], we consider users received at least 20 votes
as labeled. Fraudulent users have less than 20% helpful votes

and benign users have more than 80% helpful votes. We also
adopt the node feature transformation and edge construction
from [5]. The user and product are regarded as a node in
the graph. We take 24 handcrafted features as the user node
features and 50 handcrafted features as the product node
feature described in Table 2 and 3. The edges between nodes
are built from both underlying distribution of data and domain
knowledge:
• U-P: User with its reviewed product.
• U-A-U: Two users with one or more identical rating in
7 days.

• U-S-U: Two users with top 5% review text TF-IDF
score.

Table 1 shows the dataset statistics.

2) BASELINES
The performance of FAHGT in fraud detection is verified
by comparing it with various GNN baselines and popular
graph based fraud detectors. For general graph neural net-
works, we select GCN [15], GAT [17], GraphSAGE [16],
GeniePath [16]. For popular GNN-based fraud detec-
tors, we select SemiGNN [8], GraphConsis [4] and
CAREGNN [5]. GCN, GAT, GraphSAGE, and GeniePath are
run on homogeneous graphs. SemiGNN, GraphConsis, and
GeniePath consider edge types in their approaches, and node
types are not considered but equally treated. We also include
two variants of our model for ablation study. FAHGT-l
(LAGCN) [29] filters noise neighbor node effectively, but
is not able to learn informative representation from a graph
with different node type and edge type. FAHGT-h(HGT) [23]
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TABLE 3. Detail of product node feature.

handles heterogeneous graph but lacks the ability to discover
camflouge behavior.

3) EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
Table 1 indicates that the amount of fraudsters is rare com-
pared to the whole users in all three datasets and the dense
edge connections form a large-scale graph. To improve train-
ing efficiency, we sample a small batch of the labeled node
with its k-hop subgraph. Under each batch, the number of
positive instances and negative instances is kept equally.

We use 64 as the embedding size throughout all neural
network baselines. All GNNs keep 2 layers of receptive fields
and we use fixed neighborhood sample sizes of 25 and 10 fol-
lowing [16]. For model parameter optimization, we use a uni-
fied optimizer (Adam), training fraction (40%), learning rate
(1e-3), training epochs (500), and L2 regularization weight
(λReg = 0.001) for all models. For CAREGNN, we set the RL
action step size as 0.02. In our proposed FAHGT, we set the
similarity loss weight (λLS) as 2. The sensitivity of the layer
numbers, embedding size, and training fraction are studied in
section V-C.

4) IMPLEMENTATION
We implement all models in PyTorch 1.7, PyTorch Geometric
1.7, and Python 3.8. GCN, GAT, GeniePath, GraphSAGE,
SemiGNN, and GraphConsis are implemented following the
original paper. For the CAREGNN, we use the source code1

provided by the authors. All models are running on an Ubuntu
server with 4 NVIDIA 1080 Ti GPUs.

5) EVALUATION METRIC
Since the imbalanced nature of all three datasets, and positive
instances should be paid more attention in the fraud detection
domain, we utilize Macro F1 (F1), Kolmogorov Smirnov
Test (KS), and ROC-AUC (AUC) to evaluate the overall
performance of all classifiers like previous works [5], [32].

• F1: Macro F1-score consider the same importance for
each class. A high the F1 score indicates a good perfor-
mance of a classifier.

• KS: The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test measures the simi-
larity between predicted and observed data. A high KS
score indicates a strong risk measuring ability.

• AUC: The Area Under the Curve (AUC) measures the
performance of model at distinguishing between the
positive and negative instances.

1https://github.com/YingtongDou/CARE-GNN

B. OVERALL EVALUATION
1) EXPRESSIVE POWER OF DATA HETEROGENEITY
Table 4 shows the performance of FAHGT and various base-
lines on three datasets. We observe that FAHGT outperforms
other baselines under all of the metrics. The poor result of
logistic regression (LR) indicates that graph structure and
neighbor features both are useful in fraudster prediction.
The performances of four homogeneous GNN baselines from
GCN to GeniePath are comparable to multi-relation methods.
This result implies that previous state-of-the-art graph-based
solution are not applicable for heterogeneous graph data.
Direct node features aggregation with types information may
introduce noises, resulting in degraded performance. FAHGT
and its variants aggregate information from the nodes with
type-aware and label-aware scoring, which could discover
camouflage behaviors by unrelated neighbor filtering and
extract heterogeneous graph information.

2) MODEL VARIANTS
FAHGT and its variants with different score head combina-
tions is also reported in Table 4. FAHGT-l(LAGCN) only uses
the label head and FAHGT-h(HGT) only uses the attention
head.

The experiment result shows that our model outperforms
most of GNN-based fraud detectors in most metrics and
datasets, which reveals that current graph fraud detection
approaches suffer from inconsistency problems when deal-
ing with heterogeneous graph data. While GraphConsis and
CAREGNN also use similarity measure to discover node
camouflage, both of them shows unstable performance com-
paringwith our FAHGT-l(LAGCN)model. In addition, on the
Baby dataset, we observe that GraphSAGE shows compa-
rable performance with FAHGT-l(LAGCN) and FAHGT-
h(HGT). The reason for this phenomenon may be that
the number of U-S-U relations between users in the Baby
dataset is relatively high, making it easier to find fraudulent
users who tend to post similar reviews. In such a situation,
the FAHGT-l(LAGCN) and FAHGT-h(HGT) both show rel-
atively ordinary performance due to parameter overfitting.

That is, both attention and score head will become neces-
sary in scoring meta relation. Combining both of them results
in a better performance.

C. HYPER-PARAMETER SENSITIVITY
From Fig. 2, we observe that two-layer FAHGT usually per-
forms better than one-layer FAHGT, but three-layer FAHGT
barely improves the performance. This may due to the
over-smooth problem in a larger receptive field. Therefore,
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TABLE 4. Overall result.

FIGURE 2. Performance comparison under different layers.

FIGURE 3. Performance comparison under different embedding Size.

the two-layer model can achieve better classification per-
formance with reduced training complexity. Fig. 3 presents
FAHGT’s performance under different embedding sizes.
With larger embedding sizes, the regularization constraints
on model parameters are slightly stronger and we do not
find significant differences in terms of classification metrics.
Fig. 4 demonstrates the performance of FAHGT under differ-
ent training fractions. The increasing training fraction of data
show little improvement in performance, which is consistent
with observation in [5].

D. DISCUSSION
From Fig. 5, we can see that the training process of FAHGT
takes only 4 seconds per epoch on average for each dataset,
with an effective performance gain and comparable efficiency
comparing to other baselines. The computational efficiency
of FAHGT comes from the carefully designed scoringmecha-
nism, which computes neighbor filtering and relation weight-
ing in a parallelized manner.

We also provide details of model prediction via plotting
ROC and KS curves. Fig. 6 shows ROC curves of FAHGT
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FIGURE 4. Performance comparison under different training fraction.

FIGURE 5. Training time per epoch for each model.

FIGURE 6. ROC-AUC curve on three datasets.

on different dataset. All the curves indicate that FAHGT
can maintain stable performance for fraudster detection.
Fig. 7a–7c report the KS curves of FAHGT on three datasets.
Those figures demonstrate the power of our models of distin-
guishing suspicious users from benign users.

VI. CONCLUSION
We present FAHGT, a novel heterogeneous graph neural
network for fraudulent user detection in online review sys-
tems. To handle inconsistent features, we adopt heteroge-
neous mutual attention for automatic meta path construction.
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FIGURE 7. KS curve on three datasets.

To detect camouflage behaviors, we design the label aware
scoring to filter noisy neighbors. Two neural modules are
combined in a unified manner called ‘‘score head mecha-
nism’’ and both contribute to edge weight computation in
final feature aggregation. Experiment results on real-world
business datasets validate the excellent effect on fraud detec-
tion of FAHGT. The hyper-parameter sensitivity and visual
analysis further show the stability and efficiency of our
model. In summary, FAHGT is capable of alleviating incon-
sistency and discover camouflage and thus achieves state-of-
art performance in most scenarios. In the future, we plan to
extend our model in handing dynamic graphs data and incor-
porate fraud detection into other areas, such as robust item
recommendation in E-commerce or loan default prediction
in financial services.
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